PRESS RELEASE – FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
WELCOME TO THE BLEED: CULT HORROR AUTHORS MARK TUFO, CHRIS PHILBROOK AND DAVID MOODY
TEAM UP TO DESTROY THE ENTIRE UNIVERSE
Between them they’ve sold millions of books about the end of the world, and now authors Mark Tufo
(Zombie Fallout), Chris Philbrook (Adrian’s Undead Diary) and David Moody (Hater), have joined forces to
destroy the entire universe. THE BLEED: RUPTURE is the first in a three-book series that spans worlds and
ages.
A war is raging between gods and demons, with an unstoppable interdimensional terror – THE BLEED –
destroying everything it touches. From ancient alien civilizations through to modern day London, through
to deep space and beyond, nothing and no one is safe. The Bleed wants flesh. It wants to destroy life. It
wants to be worshipped.
London: next week.
The Bleed strains at the edges of reality, and God has come to help Earth make a stand against the demons
from beyond, but it’s going to come down to one frightened kid to save the entire planet from a bloodsoaked fate.
The moon: sometime in the future.
With Earth devasted by war, a covert mission to colonize the moon is our last chance. The mission
succeeds until the brand-new technology used to power and protect the colony mysteriously begins to fail.
Are the survivors of Earth’s final war about to be dragged into another conflict, the magnitude of which
they couldn’t even begin to imagine?
Another world: another time.
The Gods of this world left long ago to fight the Bleed, so far in the past that it’s fallen into history. But
their war has continued to rage on the horizon, at the furthest edge of this reality. But now there are
screams at the shore and the tide has turned red. The war against the monsters of the Bleed is no longer
forgotten history. It’s happening now.
IT ALWAYS BLEEDS THROUGH. THREE WORLDS. THREE AUTHORS. THE MOTHER OF ALL APOCALYPSES.
"Tufo writes horror with a heart and sense of humor." --John Ramsey Miller
“Philbrook excels in creating a brutal, tense world of survival and horror.” --Too Many Posts blog
"Moody is as imaginative as Barker, as compulsory as King, and as addictive as Palahniuk." --Scream the
Horror Magazine
THE BLEED: RUPTURE is released July 14 as a paperback, ebook, and audiobook exclusive from Audible.
THE BLEED: RAPTURE and THE BLEED: ARMAGEDDON follow in 2021.

ABOUT MARK TUFO
MARK TUFO is an International best-selling author of horror, science-fiction, apocalyptic survivalist fiction,
young adult dystopian and paranormal fiction. He has penned over forty books, sold over a million copies,
and been translated into five languages. His books have won numerous awards and have spent weeks in
the number one slot on the Amazon charts.

His massively popular, long-running ZOMBIE FALLOUT series, now in its fourteenth instalment, is currently
being adapted for television.
Contact:
Web:
Facebook:
Twitter:
Instagram:

mark@marktufo.com
www.marktufo.com
https://www.facebook.com/Mark-Tufo-133954330009843/?ref=settings
@zombiefallout
@mark_tufo

ABOUT CHRIS PHILBROOK
CHRIS PHILBROOK is the Amazon and Audible best-selling author of ADRIAN’S UNDEAD DIARY, THE
REEMERGENCE, COLONY LOST, and the fantasy world of ELMORYN. Chris has several years of experience
working in game development and editing as well as writing fiction for several major game design companies.
Chris has authored ten novels in the horror/post-apocalyptic series Adrian’s Undead Diary, plus five urban
fantasy novels in The Reemergence series and three dark fantasy novels in The Kinless Trilogy. His first
science fiction novel; Colony Lost has received stellar reviews. He writes young adult sci-fi under the pen
name W.J. Orion.
Chris calls the wonderful state of New Hampshire his home. He is an avid reader, writer, role player,
miniatures game player, video game player, husband, and father to two little girls.
Contact:
Web:
Facebook:
Twitter:
Instagram:

Chris@thechrisphilbrook.com
www.thechrisphilbrook.com
facebook.com/PhilbrookAuthor
@PhilbrookAuthor
@PhilbrookAuthor

ABOUT DAVID MOODY
DAVID MOODY first published HATER in 2006, and without an agent, succeeded in selling the film rights
for the novel to Mark Johnson (producer, Breaking Bad) and Guillermo Del Toro (director, The Shape of
Water, Pan’s Labyrinth). His seminal zombie novel AUTUMN was made into an (admittedly terrible) movie
starring Dexter Fletcher and David Carradine. Moody has an unhealthy fascination with the end of the
world and writes books about ordinary folks going through absolute hell.
Contact:
Web:
Facebook:
Twitter:
Instagram:

david@davidmoody.net
www.davidmoody.net
facebook.com/davidmoodyauthor
@davidjmoody
@davidmoodyauthor
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